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Let the a,- (1 ^i^n) he positive integers, no two of which have a

common factor; let A denote the product of the a,-.

In this paper we prove the following two exceedingly simple theo-

rems,2 which we have not, to our surprise, seen before.

Theorem 1. If n = 0 (mod A), the number of solutions of

n

(1) S »<*< á i»,       Xi è 0 il ^ i en)
i—l

is a polynomial with rational coefficients in the quantities v/A and the a¿.

Theorem 2. If v = 0 (mod A), the number of solutions of

n

(2) 23 aixi = V,    each xt g: 0,

is a polynomial with rational coefficients in the quantities n/A and the fl<.

One should mention here that both theorems are completely trivial

for n = 1. Theorem 2 is also trivial for n = 2, and indeed for the follow-

ing reason. Clearly if t; = 0 (mod aia2),

aiXi + a2x2 = r¡

implies that #i = 0 (mod ai), x2 = 0 (mod ai). Let xi = a2x{, x2 = a1x2'.

Hence we see that if n = Q (mod aia2) the number of solutions of

(3) ai#i + a2x2 = y, xi è 0, x2 è 0

is the same as the number of solutions of

(4) xi + xi = —, x[ ^ 0, xi ^ 0
aia2

which is clearly (i7/aia2) + l.

However, Theorem 2, while not deep, does not seem to be trivial

for w = 3.
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s For the case when the o¡'s are all equal to 1, the result is well known.
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Example. For n = 3 (in Theorem 2) and r¡=0 (mod aiaia3), the

number of solutions of y^?_i <HXi — il is

T n(ai + ai + az)

2aia2a% 2a\a2az

Theorems 1 and 2 are proved as follows. Following D. H. Lehmer

[l] and D. C. Spencer [2] we write L(v) for the number of solutions

of (1), when 77 is any non-negative real number; we use r(r\) to denote

the number of solutions of (2). Observe that r(r/)=0 if 77 is not an

integer. We also write

(5) L*(r¡) = L(n) - r(v)/2.

We have (see [2])

e"sdS
(6) L*(r>) - -L f

2mJ
sfl(l - <r°<s)

where the integral is along the vertical line cr=c (c>0; S=a+it, a

and t real). Now L*(n) is a polynomial in 77 of degree n, where the

coefficients B( (1 —i^n) oí 77', multiplied by A, are polynomials in a,-.

The constant term Bo, which is a function of the a¿ and 77, is periodic

in 77, with a period equal to A. (See G. H. Hardy [3] for the special

case « = 2.)

From the periodic nature of B0 it is trivial that when 77=0 (mod ^4),

Br,=B0(rj; alt • ■ • , an)=B0(0; au ■ ■ ■ , an). The Bi are found as

follows :

Our function f(S) has:
(i) A pole of order n+1 at 5 = 0. The residue P(n) here is a poly-

nomial in n with coefficients which, when multiplied by A, are poly-

nomials (with rational coefficients) in the a¡. This remark is true for

all non-negative real 77.

(ii) A pole of order n at S = 2miri (m an integer^O). Here again,

the residue Q(n) is a polynomial in 77 with coefficients which, when

multiplied by A, are polynomials (with rational coefficients) of the a<

provided 77 is an integer.

(iii) Simple poles at S = 2giiri/ai where gi^O (mod o¿). The residue

here is denoted by ^(77), and has a period a,. (The argument in

Hardy [3] generalizes at once to prove this statement.) ^(77) is an

infinite trigonometrical series. (Incidentally, in another note we show

how to reduce these to finite trigonometrical sums.) Thus3

» In fact for all v^O, Ti(,i¡)= 23»¡^ocmod0i> ex.pM2gnci/a¡))/2giTÍ-Hi, where Hi

=lT»?íi (1—exp ((—2giTriau/a>)).
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(7) L*in) - Pin) + GO») + ¿ Un) [„ an integer fc Oj.
•—1

Finally we evaluate r(?i) when 77 = 0 (mod 4) as follows. The latter

condition on 77 holds throughout the rest of the paper, and we shall

not repeat it. Similar to our proof of (7) we easily establish that

(8) L*in + 1/2) = Pin + 1/2) + Rin + 1/2) + £ Tfy + 1/2).

The R function here is not the same as the Q introduced before.

However, it remains, like Q, a polynomial in r? with coefficients which,

when multiplied by A, are polynomials (with rational coefficients)

in the a,-. Observe that

-'-'(tM-Í)
and

(10) tin) = 2{L*in + l/2)-L*in)}.

From the above equations we see that Theorems 1 and 2 follow.

In fact rin) ls a polynomial in r? of degree n — 1 with coefficients which,

when multiplied by A, are polynomials (with rational coefficients)

in the a,-. An identical remark is true about Lin), except that we have,

in this case, a polynomial of degree n in 77.
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